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Parco Parri - A new concept of urban park: Nature, sport, 
well-being, accessibility



The Parco Parri area is important for its size of 80,000.00 square meters and is strategic for its position. A challenge that 
prefigures the future of a resilient city, which wants to reduce land consumption, which invests in the definition of its landscape.



The water in the Parri Park becomes a fundamental element that reminds us that Cuneo is a city between two rivers



The area before the intervention: urban void without connotations and crossed by an important road infrastructure.



Parco Parri was conceived as a green infrastructure, an investment for a sustainable future of the city and capable of interactions 
with its citizens.



Parco Parri is an urban park along via Bodina, the axis of greatest relationship with the city along and a natural park towards the west



Parco Parri is multifunctional naturalness for the city community and capable of declining itself in different environments with different 
degrees of naturalness.

The environments of the 
Parri Park

URBAN PARK

THE URBAN 
WOODS

THE ORCHARD

THE GREAT MEADOWS

THE WATER



The water in the Parco 
Parri

Parco Parri
A large green infrastructure permeated by water, 
which becomes its characterizing element, the 
leitmotif of the public space. Accompanying the 
walkways, making fun, mirror, natural channel, until 
it collects itself in a small collection and recirculation 
pond, to explicitly represent the life cycle brought to 
light.

THE BIALERA

CANAL

LAKE

TUBS



L’acqua nel Parco Parri è risorsa ed elemento di 
gioco

I numeri dell’ACQUA



The water enters the park with a new bialera and accompanies the paths.



The tub system brings water to the square and creates a game for children



It re-emerges after having bypassed the road infrastructure and becomes a naturalistic canal at the edge of the urban 
forest



Finally he concludes his journey in the pond by creating an area of naturalistic and landscape value and basin for irrigation 
cycle.



Un area con servizi alla cittadinanza 
pavimentata ed accessibile da tutti in cui 
sono concentrati i servizi e organizzate le 
attività di parco propriamente urbano.

Il parco urbano

PLAYGROUND

SPORTS FILEDS

WATER TUBS

CAVEA

SKATE AREA



From the main entrance you can immediately reach the more urban area of the Parri Park with walking squares and equipment for 
sports and games.



IL BOULEVARD 
URBANO

A tree-lined promenade with fixed furnishings runs alongside the pools of water.



LA PIAZZA

In the piazza cavea, a game for children allows you to change the direction of the water flow.



Overlooking the square, the kiosk offers refreshment services and with its belvedere ramp allows a view of the entire park and the 
mountain landscapes that surround the city.

IL CHIOSCO



L’AREA GIOCO DEI 
BAMBINI

The play and sports areas offer spaces for different ages: for the little ones, an area with sand and soft flooring for climbing, for the older 
ones invaded skate and basketball courts.



An area dedicated to stimulating social relations and 
enhancing common heritage: the park of urban vegetable 
gardens and orchards, an almost familiar type of green, 
usually private, reinterpreted and implemented with paths 
and public spaces consistent with the social potential that 
"cultivating" in city can trigger. About 2,700 square meters 
with native cultivars: apple, pear, cherry, apricot, jujube, 
hazelnut, medlar, pomegranate. Over a garden of small 
fruits of about 800 square meters for blueberry, 
blackberry, raspberry, gooseberry, medlar cultivar. And 
about 1,500 square meters of officinal and aromatic 
plants.

Community orchard

THE ORCHARD



Bordering the large meadows, the urban park area is a community orchard, planted with small fruit trees and shrubs.



Along the linear path of the urban park, a 
regular forest filters the relationship with the 
city: trees and shrubs linked to the river 
environment follow one another such as Salix 
alba, Salix caprea, Populus alba, Alnus incana.

The urban forest

THE URBAN 
FOREST



The urban forest extends the row of maples of the cycle path on via Bodina and allows you to walk along the natural canal.

THE URBAN 
FOREST



The urban forest is illuminated and furnished with benches and ping pong tables.

THE URBAN 
FOREST



The walk in the urban forest surrounds the lake and connects with the paths towards the meadows.

THE URBAN 
FOREST



The Parri park also due to the important extension 
foresees a part of the areas destined to a natural park, 
with less management and maintenance impact with 
stabilized paths to cross the large open spaces of free 
use meadows and large trees to emphasize curvilinear 
trends. The arboreal plants are characterized by 
elongated trees (Ostrya carpinifolia, populus) together 
with the Fraxinus ornus with which in nature it is often 
associated, to interrupt the row effect, and by groups of 
large individuals.

Natural park

LARGE MEADOWS, 
PATHS, TREES



The areas north of the Parri park have a natural character and are configured by curvilinear paths and trees in rows.

LARGE MEADOWS, PATHS, TREES



The areas north of the Parri park have a natural character and are configured by curvilinear paths and trees in rows.



The areas west of the Parri park have a natural character and are configured by curvilinear paths and trees in rows.



The areas north of the Parri park have a natural character and are configured by curvilinear paths and trees in rows.

WELLNESS AREA



Parco Parri:
communication

The totems indicate entrances, guide the use and accompany the visitors.



The totems indicate entrances and are elements of interaction with the users of the park to promote universal accessibility.

Parco Parri
communication



The integrated design of the paths with embossed inserts and suitable floor surfaces becomes an aid code for autonomy
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